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“I can’t wait until the day when we are celebrating
our wins and singing Ay Ziggy Zoomba.” — Chris jans

Chris Jans was introduced as the
men’s basketball coach Tuesday
afternoon. Read more on Page 3.
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Vision to host
costume party

Halloween event to be safe LGBTQ space
By Kathryne Rubright
Reporter

TRAVIS WILLHOITE | THE BG NEWS

Puppeteers from the puppet show “Frankenstein” control two characters from the play during a rehearsal on Tuesday.

IT’S ALIVE

‘Frankenstein’ puppet show premieres this weekend
Raven Rush
Reporter

Frankenstein is coming to the University, but don’t worry, he’s just
a puppet.
The play will premiere Thursday in the Eva Marie Saint Theater at 8 p.m.
featuring Victor Frankenstein and the infamous creature.
This puppet show has been written to follow the original Frankenstein
book, using Japanese puppetry as a heavy influence. Director Brad Clark
studied puppetry in Japan for years, but hasn’t directed his own show until
now. He wrote the script himself and is carving all of the puppets by hand.
“All of them are built from scratch,” Clark said.
Clark said contrary to popular belief, the creature’s name is not
Frankenstein, he is just referred to as “the creature.” Frankenstein is actually the scientist that creates the creature, but refuses to claim him as his
creation afterward.
Frankenstein starts off as a poor quality student that believes he can
create life. Although school isn’t his forte, Clark describes the character as
“the Hermione Granger of his time.”
His ideas are ridiculed and believed to be impossible. He quits school to
work on his research and eventually he pulls it off, creating the creature,
who is 8-feet tall and intellectual.
Clark said that engaging the audience into being startled but interested
in the story is the main goal.
“If we do that, then we have done our job,” Clark said.
These puppets range from child height to grown adults, meaning they
can be heavy after holding them up for hours. Clark makes sure the cast
takes breaks because puppetry can be so physically demanding.
Graduate student Sarah Coons, who voices Frankenstein and controls
half of his puppet, said puppetry is very precise. Being in sync with the
other cast members is important.

Spring is coming, but Vision will be hosting
“Halloween in March” this Friday night.
“It came from the Christmas in July kind of feel,”
said Vision President Luke Grabski.
The event is a dance with a DJ and will include a
costume contest and games, said Nadia Alzamami,
Vision’s community outreach chair.
Vision is an LGBTQ organization, Alzamami said,
and the event will be a safe space for people who
identify within that group. Attendees can expect good
company and no judgment, she said.
People can feel safe in bringing a partner of the
same gender and can meet new people, Grabski said.
Many of the attendees will be people who regularly
attend Vision, said Grabski, and a lot of advertising for
Halloween in March has been circulated within the
LGBTQ+ community. However, Halloween in March
is for anyone who wants to attend.
“In maintaining that [safe] space, we’re not
excluding anyone,” said Gary Strain, Vision’s event
coordinator.
Alzamami said Vision wants Halloween in March
to be a safe space for everyone, not just LGBTQ people.
“We’re trying to make sure no one does cultural
appropriation for their costumes,” Alzamami said.
That still leaves plenty of possibilities.
“I want people to show up in the craziest costumes,” Strain said.
They shouldn’t slack on their costumes because it is
March and not Halloween, Strain said.

See PARTY | Page 2

CAMPUS
brief

Kochheiser, Neely to run for USG office

TRAVIS WILLOITE | THE BG NEWS

“Frankenstein” will premiere Thursday in the Eva Marie Saint
Theater Thursday. It is intended for mature audiences.

See PUPPETS | Page 2

Taco Bell to launch breakfast menu
on Thursday to expand business

Only one student is running this year for the position of student president, making
this the second year in a row candidates have ran unopposed.
Chief of Staff Brian Kochheiser, along with Strategic Planning Chair Nicole Neely,
will be running for president and vice president for the 2014-2015 academic year.
“We believe in Bowling Green,” Kochheiser said. “We are passionate about the
University and want to make a difference for every person on campus.”
Some of the key issues they will be focusing on will be finishing the recreation
center, creating a campus tag card, expanding Ziggy Points initiative and promoting
advocacy training, according to documents provided by Dean of Students Jodi
Webb.
“The University is going through changes,” Neely said. “We want to be there for
every student and make sure their voice is heard through the upcoming capital planning because it affects every student.”

THE MAGIC OF RAMEN

Food options include Waffle Taco, Breakfast Burrito, AM Crunchwrap, coffee
By Alex Alusheff
Managing Editor

For some students, Taco Bell won’t
just be a convenient place to prevent
hangovers on late nights, but also
cure them the next morning.
The franchise will introduce a
breakfast menu on Thursday, which
will include a Waffle Taco, an A.M.
Crunchwrap, a breakfast burrito and
coffee, said Marilyn Billings, Taco
Bell district manager.
The reason Taco Bell is expanding its menu to include breakfast is
because it sees it as an opportunity
to grow. Breakfast has also been successful at other fast food businesses,
Billings said.
“It’s new to everyone,” she said.
“When you say Taco Bell, breakfast doesn’t usually come to mind,

BIG TIME REMATCH

but McDonald’s didn’t become the
breakfast king overnight. We’re going
to take a bite out of their sales.”
This is not the first time Taco Bell
has had a breakfast menu, however.
Between 2004 and 2006, the franchise had used the Toledo market
to test a breakfast menu, which had
ultimately failed, Billings said.
“Back then the menu was way
too large and the customers and
employees were confused,” she said.
“This is simple.”
The old menu was also similar to
the regular menu.
“People don’t want Taco Bell
for breakfast, they want breakfast,” Billings said after explaining the menu.
The Waffle Taco has a waffle shell
containing egg, cheese and a choice
of sausage or bacon while the A.M.

The women’s basketball team defeated
St. Bonaventure 76-65 Monday night.
They will have a rematch with the
University of Michigan Thursday at 7
p.m. in the Stroh. | PAGE 3

Crunchwrap is a tortilla containing
hashbrowns, eggs, cheese, a jalapeno sauce and a choice of sausage
or bacon.
A Mexican twist on breakfast is what Dwayne Gremler, a
University marketing professor,
said would give Taco Bell an edge
in the breakfast market.
A Taco Bell breakfast burrito might
be better than a McDonald’s one
because Taco Bell specializes in that
type of food, which could make them
stand out more, Gremler said.
“The customers’ perception is
that Taco Bell and breakfast don’t
go together, but if they offer a good
product, it won’t matter,” he said.
“You just have to get people to try
the product.”

See TACOBELL | Page 2

STEVEN W. ECHARD | THE BG NEWS

Carillon sous chef Jared Dreyer prepares noodles at the Ramen Noodle Demo today. He chose
this idea as a demo to show students easy ways to prepare ramen that does not come from a package.

WATCHING LIFE GO BY
Columnist Michele Mathis talks about
how people are too busy to talk to
other people and what we can do to
stop life from going by. | PAGE 4

WOULD TRY TACO BELL BREAKFAST? WHY OR WHY NOT?
“I’d try it. I like Taco Bell, I like breakfast, so
the combination would be like heaven. ”
Alex Davis
Graduate Student, Media and
Communication
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BLOTTER
Check out the full interactive
blotter map at BGNEWS.COM

BLOTTER
MON., MAR. 24
12:18 P.M.

Complainant reported
that an unknown person
struck her vehicle causing a
small dent in the right front
fender and a scratch in the
rear fender within the 1000
block of N. Main St.
11:16 P.M.

Complainant reported the
theft of $50 from her vehicle within the 600 block of
Kenwood Ave.

PARTY
From Page 1

CORRECTION: The article
that ran on Monday, March 24,
2014, titled “Greek Weekend
allows fraternities, sororities to
bond, create new members” listed
the winners of Greek Weekend
and Greek Sing incorrectly. The
correct winners for Greek Sing
were Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Delta
Tau Delta, Delta Gamma and
Phi Beta Sigma. The correct winners for Greek Weekend were
Tau Kappa Epsilon, Pi Beta Phi
and Delta Sigma Theta. The BG
News regrets the error and it has
been corrected on bgnews.com.

Alzamami is hoping students can decompress and
enjoy the event as a break
from their studies, as it is
getting to “grind time” in
the semester.
Originally, Vision was
going to have a collaborative event with BG Undead
around Halloween, but
that event did not work
out, Grabski said. They
kept the Halloween theme
and moved the event to
the spring.
“We’d never seen anything like that before, so we
thought it’d be a cool idea

to try out,” Grabski said.
The dance costs $3 and
is a fundraiser for Vision,
Grabski said. The proceeds will help to support
Rainbow Days, a weeklong
event in April with multiple
organizations involved.
Halloween in March will
be held in the multipurpose room in the Union
from 9 p.m. to 11 p.m. on
Friday.
Strain said there will
also be a costume event
at Uptown later on Friday
night. While the two events
are not officially connected, students who want to
go out but remain in costume have the opportunity
to do so, Strain said.

PUPPETS
From Page 1

“There has to be a crazy
level of coordination,” Coons
said. “We have to trust that
we can follow each other.”
Coons provided insight
into the original author
Mary Shelley and how her
back story reflects aspects
of Frankenstein’s character.
Shelley’s mother died giving
birth to her, and she had multiple miscarriages herself.
Coons said this brings an
interesting contrast to the
show because Frankenstein
runs away from his creation
instead of claiming him as his
own. She described him as a
terrible father and the graduate student from hell.
“This is about taking
responsibility for the life
he made, not about the
creature being a monster,”
Coons said.
Actor Baxter Chambers

TACOBELL
From Page 1
One possible way to get
more people to try Taco Bell
breakfast is offering it past normal hours when the restaurant
gets a lot of traffic during weekend nights, Gremler said.
Sophomore Spencer Parker
said he would try breakfast if it
was offered at any given time.
“It would be better to have
it offered 24/7 because other
places don’t do that,” Parker
said, although he prefers
McGriddles.
Freshman Shayna Valdez
thinks a Taco Bell breakfast
would be interesting because
it might not be as fattening as
McDonald’s breakfasts.
“It would be more popular
at midnight, though,” Valdez
said.
Currently, the breakfast
menu will be offered from 7
a.m. to 11 a.m., but Taco Bell
might look to extend those
hours later on, Billings said.

UPS delivers
great jobs.
Part-Time Package Handlers
Various shifts to choose from. Hours
worked vary within these time frames:
Preload: 4:00am - 9:00am
Day Sort: 12Noon - 5:00pm
Twilight Sort: 5:00pm - 10:00pm
Night Sort: 11:00pm - 4:00am

We are also hiring in Findlay, OH
Preload: 4:00am - 9:00am
Reload: 5:00pm - 9:30pm

agrees that Shelley’s backstory shows up in the original
book and the revised version
that was made in 1818.
“She is drawing parallels
of her life into the book,”
Chambers said.
Chambers voices Professor
Walden and controls half of
the creature puppet. He said
that adding expressions to
the puppet was interesting,
and that the operator is not
doing the acting, but it has
to be expressed through the
puppetry.
“The breath and stillness
can be used to give puppets
that spark of life that they
need,” Chambers said.
This performance is rated
mature because of the use
of violence, blood, loud
music and intense settings.
Bringing small children is
not recommended.
The show also runs March
28 at 2 and 8 p.m, March 29 at
9 p.m, and April 3, 4 and 5 at 2
p.m. and 8 p.m.

TACO BELL’S BREAKFAST
MENU
Waffle Taco

■■ waffle shell
■■ sausage or bacon
■■ egg
■■ cheese

A.M. Crunchwrap

■■ Tortilla
■■ egg
■■ cheese
■■ hashbrowns
■■ sausage or bacon
■■ jalapeno sauce

Breakfast Burrito

■■ egg
■■ cheese
■■ bacon or sausage

A.M. Grilled Taco

■■ tortilla
■■ egg
■■ cheese
■■ bacon or sausage
■■ hashbrown

Cinnabon Delights
Coffee
Orange Juice
*Information taken from Tacobell.com

NOW AVAILABLE FOR

FALL 2014

Greenbriar, Inc. | 419-352-0717 | greenbriarrentals.com

Get as much as
$15,000* in
College
Education
Assistance!

 -#*%".#*%$]g!l^i]^cXgZVhZhd[
 &#%%V[iZg.%YVnh*%VidcZnZVg
 :mXZaaZci7ZcZÒih
 BZY^XVa$9ZciVa$K^h^dc$A^[Z)%&@
 EV^YKVXVi^dch
 LZZ`ZcYh=da^YVnhD[[
 LZZ`anEVnX]ZX`

www.upsjobs.com

MEAGHAN MICK

SEMESTER
LEASES

Beneﬁts for Permanent P/T
Package Handlers include:

Apply online at:

DJ MANNY &

of the Morning Rush Show
127 N. Main St. Bowling Green ★ clazel.net ★ facebook.com/clazel

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News
at 419-372-6966.

10 PM til 2:30 AM

Great Selections

n

Great Locations

n

Great Prices

JOHN NEWLOVE
R E A L E S T A T E,

I N C.

“With help from
John Newlove Real
Estate, I found the
perfect place. It had
everything I needed
and fit my budget too.”
Check Us Out
On Facebook!

Quality Service
Quality Housing

*Program guidelines apply.
UPS is an
equal opportunity employer.

Successfully Serving
BGSU Students for 35 Years.
HONEST, FRIENDLY & TRUSTWORTHY

319 E. Wooster Street | Across from Taco Bell
Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 | Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00

— 419.354.2260 —

www.johnnewloverealestate.com
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START
of the
Jans
era

Chris Jans was introduced Tuesday afternoon as new 16th men’s basketball coach, focused on building program
By Cameron Teague Robinson
Sports Editor

Assistant coaches are very important
in college basketball. They are the
head coach’s right-hand man and can
have a big fingerprint on how a program turns out.
Wichita State assistant coach Chris
Jans was there from day one seven
years ago with head coach Gregg
Marshall. He helped build that team
into the Final Four team a year ago
and to the 35-1 record this year.
When the Falcons introduced Jans
Tuesday afternoon, they got an assistant who has won multiple championships and has postseason experience.
“When I laid out the criteria, what I
found is that I simply read Chris Jans’
bio without putting his name on it,”
Athletic Director Chris Kingston said.
“Simply put he is doing what we want
to do.”

Jans has been in the coaching profession since 1992 when he started as
a volunteer assistant at Division III
school Elmhurst College. From there,
he went on to make another stop
before he was named the head coach
at Kirkwood Community College
where he won the NJCAA Divison II
National Championship.
He then made five more stops
before Marshall hired him as an assistant coach at Wichita State University.
At Wichita with the help of Jans, the
Shockers made the postseason six
straight seasons including a 2011 NIT
Championship.
“[Marshall] is very special to me,”
Jans said. “We built something from
the ground up that we are very
proud of.”
The Shockers lost to The University
of Kentucky in the third round of the
NCAA Tournament 68-66. With that
ending the season, a new beginning

Baylor, Tennessee among
teams to watch
CAMERON TEAGUE
SPORTS EDITOR

“March Madness” has been madness
in more ways than most of us thought.
It started on day one with Ohio
State losing to Dayton, and continued
to the second day with Duke losing
to Mercer.
Although those are the two biggest
name upsets, looking back you have
seen some of them coming. Dayton
was a popular upset pick in many
brackets because of the type of year
Ohio State was having, but not many
people expected them to be in the
Sweet Sixteen right now.
I can honestly say that I know of
three people who picked Mercer over
Duke in their brackets, and they were
completely legitimate picks. I can honestly say that I know a lot more people
who had Duke in the Final Four or the
Elite Eight.
Being a Duke fan I cringed at each
and every travel that was called on the
Blue Devils, which had to be somewhere in the double digits. But the part
of me that knew I had money on the
line was laughing at my friends who
had Duke going so far. The first day
brought the most madness as there

were four overtime games as well as
four additional games decided by
four points or more. The rest of the
weekend brought us some of the same
magic as there are three double digit
seeds in the Sweet Sixteen. We lost a
one seed in Wichita State and a two
seed in Villanova.
We saw the streets of Dayton go
crazy this weekend after they upset
Syracuse in the third round and
clinched their bid to the Sweet Sixteen.
It shouldn’t come as a surprise; Dayton
is a very good team and most people
don’t remember they were a ranked
team at one point in the year.
Now that the Sweet Sixteen is set
we can talk about the teams that are
there and which ones still have a legitimate chance to make a Final Four.
In all reality the wins of Dayton and
Stanford just about sealed the Florida
Gators chances to make the Final
Four. We have seen crazier things, but
I don’t see any team in that bracket
beating the Gators.
The matchup between Virginia
and Michigan State could very much
produce the best game of the tournament for us. Both play great defense
but Michigan State has too many and
too much versatility for the Cavaliers.
In that same region we could be in for

See SPORTS | Page 8

opened for Jans.
“Walking off that floor against
Kentucky was hard… having to tell
those guys I was leaving was hard,”
Jans said. “It was also exciting because
I knew that I would be here today
starting a new chapter in my life.”
The plan even if the Shockers were
to beat the Wildcats that afternoon
was to introduce Jans to the Bowling
Green community this week.
“He blew me away with his energy,
expertise and his drive for excellence,”
Kingston said. “I’m glad that our secret
is out.”
On Sunday night, after the Shockers’
loss, the Athletic Department confirmed that Jans was going to be
named the head coach. The men on
the basketball roster were anxious to
see who the coach was going to be,
junior Chauncey Orr said.
“We heard a few names throughout
the process but nothing for sure,” he

said. “We were all excited, this is as
good as it gets. I’m just excited to start
to experience that success.”
Jans met with the team Thursday
night during the women’s WNIT
game and said he was impressed to
hear the fans so loud even though it
was only about 25 percent full.
“All I could think about is what it
is going to be like when it’s at it’s full
capacity… It will be awesome,” Jans
said. “One of my responsibilities will
be to bring the Anderson Roar to the
Stroh Center.”
The men’s basketball team averages 1,759 fans per game. One way he
plans to raise that number is to get the
men on the team more involved in the
community.
“We need to recruit them (students)
and talk to them,” junior Richuan
Holmes said. “Being present in the

See JANS | Page 8
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“Being present in the
community, being
seen and just having
a good relationship in
the community. That
is something we will
take on. ”
Richaun Holmes | Junior Forward

Falcons move on to third round of
WNIT, face Michigan Thursday
The women’s basketball team defeated St. Bonaventure Monday night 76-65
By Tara Jones
Assistant Sports Editor

After jumping out to a large first
half lead, the Falcons defeated St.
Bonaventure 76-65 and advanced
to the Sweet Sixteen of the Women’s
National Invitation Tournament,
where they will host the University
of Michigan next.
BG Head Coach Jennifer Roos said
the team’s 9-0 early lead and controlling the tempo of the game were
key for the Falcons’ first half success. She said it seemed the Bonnies
also came out shell-shocked by BG’s
home crowd at first, but came out in
the second half ready to pound the
ball and go at the Falcons, who were
in foul trouble and playing “conservative” defense.
“We were fortunate to go into halftime with such a big lead, and if we
don’t it could be a different ending,”
Roos said. “Any time you have a lead,
you’re going to have a little bit of a
letdown. It’s hard to maintain that
intensity for consecutive minutes.”
Redshirt sophomore Erica
Donovan, who finished the night
with 22 points to lead the Falcons,
said the team defense and scouting knowledge helped them jump
out to the large lead in the first half.

However, the Falcons fell apart a little
bit in the second half as the Bonnies
cut the Falcons’ lead to eight, but can
only watch film and learn from their
mistakes, she said.
“Roos always says take four
minutes at a time, so that first four
minutes, that’s our main focus,”
Donovan said. “We can’t look down
on a team just because of their size
or [if] they don’t have any shooters.
We play BG basketball.”
Both Donovan and Roos said the
team is still a little hurt by the NCAA
tournament rejection, but that now
the focus is the WNIT and now, specifically, the University of Michigan.
“I will tell you there’s still a lot of
heartbreak on this team, but as I told
the team, I’m tired of talking about
it,” Roos said. “I think a motivating
factor for our team, is to keep playing
at home in front of this crowd.”
Following the Falcons’ game, it
was announced that BG clinched a
bid to yet another home game and
will welcome Michigan Thursday
at 7 p.m. The Wolverines defeated
Duquesne Monday night by a score
of 68-52 to advance to play the
Falcons.
With the win over St. Bonaventure,
the Falcons improved to an overall
record of 29-4 on the season and

15-0 at home. The Wolverines enter
Thursday’s matchup with a record
of 20-13. Earlier this season the
two teams met in the Iona Tipoff
Tournament on Nov. 8 where the
Falcons won 63-52.
Donovan said it is going to be a
battle against Michigan since they
will probably come in with a chip
on their shoulder following the loss
earlier in the season to BG.
“When you hear a certain name,
you always think, ‘Oh man, this
is going to be a good game’ or it’s
going to be a grind,” Donovan said,
“Hearing [it’s] against Michigan, you
know, it’s just Michigan. It’s just [like]
any other game that we’ve played all
season long.”
Roos said when you only play
teams once, everything works, but
facing a team for a second time, you
have to go back to the drawing board
because that team will already
be familiar with your game plan.
However, she said BG is fortunate to
bring a “BCS-caliber team into the
Stroh Center.”
“We’re ‘Survive and Advance’ and
we’re in the third round of the WNIT
hosting a Big Ten team on Thursday,”
Roos said. “It doesn’t get much better
than that for our fans to see our kids
play one more time.”

FORUM
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET

“No. Nothing about
Taco Bell breakfast
sounds appetizing.”

“‘Yes, it just looks
good having all the
breakfast components into one.”

Lee Ruhe

Junior,
Chemistry and Physics Education

Would you buy Toco Bell breakfast? Why?

EricA Lunderman
Senior,
Political Science

“‘There’s flatbread and
I’m really into that. ”

Katelyn Smith

Sophomore,
Language Arts Education

Time spent being busy, not with friends
Michele Mathis
COLUMNIST

A few Mondays ago, I
eagerly walked out of my
last class of the day, ready
to crash as soon I saw
something that remotely
resembled a pillow.
Before I could open
the door at the end of the
hallway, however, a young
man violently pushed it
open and upon seeing me,
did not hold it open.
A fter
an
awk ward
shoulder brush, I watched
him sprint into the nearest door right behind me,
giving the assumption
that he was running late
to his next class.
It gave me pause to
think, “Are we as a society honestly too “busy” to
let common courtesy slip
through the cracks?”
While I was slightly
offended, I realized that
I am guilty as well of
using the excuse of “I’m
so busy” to haggle my way
out of habits I should be
consistently doing, justifying my lack of attention
to small details by working on a monstrous paper
or distracting myself with
class work.
I believe that nowa-days, we find “taking

time to smell the flowers”
[so to speak] distracting.
The consequence is disheartening.
F r ie nd s h i p s
are
strained by lack of care,
with only shallow catch
up conversations at the
pub to try to mend them,
and relationships have
reached a new level of
normalcy: grab Starbucks
in between work.
In an article found in the
Harvard Business Review,
Meredith Fineman begs
us all to shut up about
how much we have to do
all the time, and warns
us that, “it’s harming how
we communicate, connect and interact.”
How cou ld I a rg ue
with her?
Walking around campus, the majority of
the commuting mass is
plugged in to some kind
of device and briskly
walking to their intended destination. At this
point, does anyone even
acknowledge Bible Bob?
Granted, life in college
holds an expectation of
being busy.
But are we really that
slammed? Sure, we have
deadlines to meet and
appointments to make,
but is the small downtime that is found littered
around in your schedule
put to good use?
Even the time in

between the demanding
coursework required in
college, maybe we could
all find some time to have
a quality conversation
with one another.
Instead of, “what’s
up?” We could ask, “How
is your day going? ”
Instead of, “I’m so sorry I
have to make this quick,
but what did you want
to talk about?” We could
say, “I’m so sorr y that
I’ve running around like
a chicken with my head
cut off, but I’m here now.
W hat did you want to
talk about?”
Honestly, this would a
make a difference.
As humans, we want to
feel important to the ones
we love, and crave conformation for this affection.
Making an extra few
minutes to care about the
people in your life could
quite literally change the
world as we know it, one
good mood at a time.
However, even if you
find you cannot manage
to finagle a few moments
of calm, restored conversation and interest in
the world and the human
beings around you that
inhabit it, at least spend
an extra two seconds and
hold the door open.

Respond to Michele at
thenews@bgnews.com

“Yes, I like their other
food already. I’ve
seen the promotions
and it looks good.“

VISIT US AT

BGNEWS.COM
Have your own take on
today’s People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

Dana Gill

Sophomore,
Apparel Merchandising and Product
Development

Helping hands can come in many forms
Autumn Kunkel
COLUMNIST

We’ve all heard the generic
“rags to riches” success story
once or twice.
It usually involves a person
of low socioeconomic status
working hard for years, and
later being rewarded for their
dedication with increased
wealth and a considerable
stretch in self-importance.
When applied to real individuals, often times they’ll
run with the general outline
of this tale, even going so far
as to give themselves all of the
credit for their success, ignoring any and all people who
might have impacted them
along the way.
Too often, I hear the mighty
successful folk boldly assert
that they, alone, obtained
their success.
And I’m not just talking
about individuals who have
attained an excessive amount
of wealth - anyone can have
this attitude, whether they
just earned a decent paying
job, or even a degree.
What I’ve come to notice
is that these types of people,
the heroic “lone wolves” in
the stories of their lives, seem
to be ignoring the fact that
“helping hands” can come in
many forms and, no matter
how seemingly unimportant,

they probably assisted in their
success, whether they want to
acknowledge it or not.
At this point in my life,
my success, though present, is fairly minimal, limited to good grades and
educational awards.
In fact, I consider my college attendance alone to be
a success, given the financial
and social barriers I grew
up with. This is where those
“helping hands” come into
play. I come from a financially
unstable and wholly uneducated family.
I was not raised in a household that held higher education in particularly high
regard, and I was never
pushed to go to college by
anyone who raised me.
So, how did I end up here?
Well, my junior year of high
school, one of my teachers
saw something in me that I
was completely oblivious to.
In her eyes, I had the potential to be just as smart and
just as successful as my more
privileged classmates, and
she acted accordingly.
She pushed me to take
Advanced Placement courses,
encouraged me to never give
up and, above all, suggested
that I look into colleges.
And here I stand today,
with an almost-complete
degree, the first of many I
hope to obtain. This probably
wouldn’t be the case if not for
her considerable influence.
This is just one example of

the many ways in which I’ve
been aided in reaching my
full potential.
Throughout my life, I’ve
had wonderful friends,
teachers and even select
family members who offered
unconditional love and
support and helped me get
where I am today.
The take-home point
I’m getting at is that a helping hand can come in many
forms, and even minimal
assistance can be pertinent to
one’s success.
I’m not saying that people
shouldn’t be proud of themselves for their accomplishments; obviously, for one to
be successful, usually they
have to do a little work themselves, and they deserve
credit for that.
But for one to claim that
they did it all on their own,
that no one ever offered them
support in any way, is, quite
frankly, highly doubtable.
It’s more likely that individuals who make this claim
are simply blind to what life
offered them from the very
beginning, whether it be a
loyal friend, an encouraging
teacher or a dedicated family.
Very rarely do people
become successful purely
on their own, and I think it’s
important that this notion
be recognized.

Respond to Autumn at
thenews@bgnews.com

Being too skinny an issue Sensationalizing media possible with current news media
Alyssa Benes
COLUMNIST

“You’re so skinny; I’d love to be
as skinny as you.” I hear that
quite often, and no, I promise,
you wouldn’t.
My weight isn’t something I
like to talk about, but I feel that
it’s important to say that being
skinny isn’t everything.
I’m skinny, but I’m also
underweight, which isn’t
always what people think of
when they see a skinny person. People see skinny and
automatically think positive
thoughts of society’s ideal
beings are. They don’t think
about being underweight can
be as bad as being overweight.
I’m not so underweight that
it’s a huge problem, but underweight enough that I keep
track of what I eat every day so
I don’t lose any weight and it
became a problem.
I love food just as much
as the next person. It’s not
that I don’t eat enough. It’s
just my metabolism, which I

can’t control.
Not only am I skinny, I’m
also tall, so finding clothes
that fit is difficult. I would
be willing to bet that I have
just as much trouble finding
clothes that fit as someone
who is overweight.
As I mentioned, I also pay
attention to what I eat in order
for it to not become a problem.
I know overweight people that
do the same thing in order to
lose weight or stay healthy.
People make comments
about my weight both to me
and behind my back. There
are overweight people that
deal with the same thing.
Being skinny isn’t all that
great. Someone who is underweight deals with the same
struggles as someone who is
overweight.
People need to realize that
yes, my appearance might be
more “acceptable” to society
[which shouldn’t be the case],
but it also comes with its own
problems and negativity.

Respond to Alyssa at
thenews@bgnews.com
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Paul Mckenzie
COLUMNIST

For the last two weeks the
world has hung on every
breath, lead, false lead
and smidgen of information about the Malaysian
Airlines jet that has mysteriously disappeared.
This is a story that will more
than likely end in tragedy and
that is truly awful. Any loss
of life is catastrophic for the
survivors and of course, the
victims themselves.
Despite this story that so far
defines mystery, I am somewhat discomfited with the
news coverage.
I would like to take you
back in time to both the Good
Old Days and the Bad Old
Days. This column is about
the Good Old Days.
These were the days when
television news outlets reported news, not just sensationalism followed by hyperbole.
Yes, the television news of old
had its share of fluff and hype,
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but studies have shown that
more actual news was reported. I can also personally attest
to this.
The first perpetrator of this
new kind of reporting is the
local news.
There are still fantastic
reporters who report breaking news and occasionally
talk about policy, but the
windswept reporter trumping up two inches of snow still
is all the rage.
The worse trend though is
the non-stop crime reporting.
All urban areas have crime some more than others.
To watch your local television news though, one
would think America is in a
record crime wave. The facts,
though, illustrate that is not
the case.
While I can accept the local
news tilting this way, to see it
creep into national television
news has me very upset.
I grew up in any era when
the nightly national news was
required viewing and CNN
was truly a treasure. Politics,
domestic policy, foreign policy and big new stories were

reported.
Yes, there was one sliceof-life story at the end of the
broadcast, but it was just a
feel-good tagline.
Today, the whole halfhour broadcast seems to
minimalize politics and
focus on health, personal
care and tragedy.
Why do the networks and
local news do this? It works.
People get wrapped up in
calamity, personal stories
and crime.
These stories have almost
no effect on their lives, as politics does, but that is no matter.
Even a politics junkie like
me gets reeled in occasionally.
I watched The O.J. Simpson
trial in earnest and am guilty
of enjoying the over-the-top
kind of reporting I am criticizing here.
I actually find it entertaining in a purely prurient way.
I am aware though that I am
watching something other
than news though. I really
wonder how many recognize
they are being peddled this
tripe, though.
This brings me back to the

missing Malaysian jumbo
jet. This is a news story for
sure. This is also very likely
a tragedy.
One thing it is not is a story
worthy of constant news coverage when there is nothing
new to report.
Yes, the 24 hour news cycle
feeds into this, but there still
are countless stories that are
being virtually ignored.
The curtailing of voting
and abortion rights are rarely
examined, the growing problem of economic equality is
being ignored.
These are stories that far
outweigh the missing plane in
terms of national importance.
It is time to demand better
news coverage. The big three
networks are constantly in a
state of denial as to why their
ratings keep declining. The
change anchors, graphics and
their focus.
Maybe it is time to focus on
real news. Maybe, just maybe,
their ratings numbers will rise.

Respond to Paul at
thenews@bgnews.com

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Letters are generally to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University’s campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS
Guest Columns are generally longer
pieces between 400 and 700 words.
These are usually also in response to a
current issue on the University’s campus or the Bowling Green area. Two
submissions per month maximum.

POLICIES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest Columns
may be published online. Name, year
and phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not
Be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS
Send submissions as an attachment to
thenews@bgnews.com with the subject
line marked “Letter to the Editor” or
“Guest Column.” All submissions are
subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The editor
may change the headlines to submitted columns and letters at his or her
discretion.
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Complainant reported
that an unknown person
struck her vehicle causing a
small dent in the right front
fender and a scratch in the
rear fender within the 1000
block of N. Main St.
11:16 P.M.

Complainant reported the
theft of $50 from her vehicle within the 600 block of
Kenwood Ave.

PARTY
From Page 1

CORRECTION: The article
that ran on Monday, March 24,
2014, titled “Greek Weekend
allows fraternities, sororities to
bond, create new members” listed
the winners of Greek Weekend
and Greek Sing incorrectly. The
correct winners for Greek Sing
were Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Delta
Tau Delta, Delta Gamma and
Phi Beta Sigma. The correct winners for Greek Weekend were
Tau Kappa Epsilon, Pi Beta Phi
and Delta Sigma Theta. The BG
News regrets the error and it has
been corrected on bgnews.com.

Alzamami is hoping students can decompress and
enjoy the event as a break
from their studies, as it is
getting to “grind time” in
the semester.
Originally, Vision was
going to have a collaborative event with BG Undead
around Halloween, but
that event did not work
out, Grabski said. They
kept the Halloween theme
and moved the event to
the spring.
“We’d never seen anything like that before, so we
thought it’d be a cool idea

to try out,” Grabski said.
The dance costs $3 and
is a fundraiser for Vision,
Grabski said. The proceeds will help to support
Rainbow Days, a weeklong
event in April with multiple
organizations involved.
Halloween in March will
be held in the multipurpose room in the Union
from 9 p.m. to 11 p.m. on
Friday.
Strain said there will
also be a costume event
at Uptown later on Friday
night. While the two events
are not officially connected, students who want to
go out but remain in costume have the opportunity
to do so, Strain said.

PUPPETS
From Page 1

“There has to be a crazy
level of coordination,” Coons
said. “We have to trust that
we can follow each other.”
Coons provided insight
into the original author
Mary Shelley and how her
back story reflects aspects
of Frankenstein’s character.
Shelley’s mother died giving
birth to her, and she had multiple miscarriages herself.
Coons said this brings an
interesting contrast to the
show because Frankenstein
runs away from his creation
instead of claiming him as his
own. She described him as a
terrible father and the graduate student from hell.
“This is about taking
responsibility for the life
he made, not about the
creature being a monster,”
Coons said.
Actor Baxter Chambers

TACOBELL
From Page 1
One possible way to get
more people to try Taco Bell
breakfast is offering it past normal hours when the restaurant
gets a lot of traffic during weekend nights, Gremler said.
Sophomore Spencer Parker
said he would try breakfast if it
was offered at any given time.
“It would be better to have
it offered 24/7 because other
places don’t do that,” Parker
said, although he prefers
McGriddles.
Freshman Shayna Valdez
thinks a Taco Bell breakfast
would be interesting because
it might not be as fattening as
McDonald’s breakfasts.
“It would be more popular
at midnight, though,” Valdez
said.
Currently, the breakfast
menu will be offered from 7
a.m. to 11 a.m., but Taco Bell
might look to extend those
hours later on, Billings said.

UPS delivers
great jobs.
Part-Time Package Handlers
Various shifts to choose from. Hours
worked vary within these time frames:
Preload: 4:00am - 9:00am
Day Sort: 12Noon - 5:00pm
Twilight Sort: 5:00pm - 10:00pm
Night Sort: 11:00pm - 4:00am

We are also hiring in Findlay, OH
Preload: 4:00am - 9:00am
Reload: 5:00pm - 9:30pm

agrees that Shelley’s backstory shows up in the original
book and the revised version
that was made in 1818.
“She is drawing parallels
of her life into the book,”
Chambers said.
Chambers voices Professor
Walden and controls half of
the creature puppet. He said
that adding expressions to
the puppet was interesting,
and that the operator is not
doing the acting, but it has
to be expressed through the
puppetry.
“The breath and stillness
can be used to give puppets
that spark of life that they
need,” Chambers said.
This performance is rated
mature because of the use
of violence, blood, loud
music and intense settings.
Bringing small children is
not recommended.
The show also runs March
28 at 2 and 8 p.m, March 29 at
9 p.m, and April 3, 4 and 5 at 2
p.m. and 8 p.m.

TACO BELL’S BREAKFAST
MENU
Waffle Taco

■■ waffle shell
■■ sausage or bacon
■■ egg
■■ cheese

A.M. Crunchwrap

■■ Tortilla
■■ egg
■■ cheese
■■ hashbrowns
■■ sausage or bacon
■■ jalapeno sauce

Breakfast Burrito

■■ egg
■■ cheese
■■ bacon or sausage

A.M. Grilled Taco

■■ tortilla
■■ egg
■■ cheese
■■ bacon or sausage
■■ hashbrown

Cinnabon Delights
Coffee
Orange Juice
*Information taken from Tacobell.com

NOW AVAILABLE FOR

FALL 2014

Greenbriar, Inc. | 419-352-0717 | greenbriarrentals.com

Get as much as
$15,000* in
College
Education
Assistance!

 -#*%".#*%$]g!l^i]^cXgZVhZhd[
 &#%%V[iZg.%YVnh*%VidcZnZVg
 :mXZaaZci7ZcZÒih
 BZY^XVa$9ZciVa$K^h^dc$A^[Z)%&@
 EV^YKVXVi^dch
 LZZ`ZcYh=da^YVnhD[[
 LZZ`anEVnX]ZX`

www.upsjobs.com

MEAGHAN MICK

SEMESTER
LEASES

Beneﬁts for Permanent P/T
Package Handlers include:

Apply online at:

DJ MANNY &

of the Morning Rush Show
127 N. Main St. Bowling Green ★ clazel.net ★ facebook.com/clazel

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News
at 419-372-6966.

10 PM til 2:30 AM

Great Selections

n

Great Locations

n

Great Prices

JOHN NEWLOVE
R E A L E S T A T E,

I N C.

“With help from
John Newlove Real
Estate, I found the
perfect place. It had
everything I needed
and fit my budget too.”
Check Us Out
On Facebook!

Quality Service
Quality Housing

*Program guidelines apply.
UPS is an
equal opportunity employer.

Successfully Serving
BGSU Students for 35 Years.
HONEST, FRIENDLY & TRUSTWORTHY

319 E. Wooster Street | Across from Taco Bell
Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 | Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00

— 419.354.2260 —

www.johnnewloverealestate.com
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‘GET JAZZY ON ME’
Student jazz ensembles perform at Bryan Recital Hall on Tuesday night
PHOTOS BY ALYSSA BENES | THE BG NEWS

TOP RIGHT: Josh Ross performs “Nica’s Dream” with his jazz ensemble on Tuesday night.
LEFT: Baritone saxophonist Courtney Bullock plays a solo during a performance that
featured different student jazz ensembles.
BOTTOM RIGHT: A jazz ensemble performs at the Bryan Recital Hall on Tuesday as
part of Jazz Week.

R E A L P R O B L E M S , R E A L P R O F E S S IO N A L S

Nurture Yourself

Thursday, March 27
4:00-5:00pm | College Park 104
419.372.2081 | bgsu.edu/counseling

Free Gas
Free Basic Cable
Free Shuttle
Recycling

Free Heat
Free Internet
Free Water/Sewer
Trash Pick Up

Where Comfort & Convenience
is our Main Priority

Winthrop Terrace Apa rtments
Now Leasing for Fall 2014
Flexible Move-In Dates Fast & Reliable Maintenance
No Appointment Needed Caring & Friendly Office Staff
400 E Napoleon Rd • 419.352.9135
www.investekmanagement.com

SUMMER LEASES
>> NOW
AVAILABLE <<
DEPOSIT
SPECIAL*!!!

Greenbriar, Inc. | 419-352-0717 | www.greenbriarrentals.com
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Increased student interest
expands Gerontology program
As Baby Boomers age, demand rises for people with experience in major
By Geoff Burns
Pulse Editor

For many students, choosing
a career to take care of the
elderly may be the last thing
on their mind.
“Very often students haven’t
heard of Gerontology,” said
Wendy Watson, associate professor in the department of
Gerontology. “In all honesty
when you’re 17 or 18 it’s hard to
think about getting old.”
Although many universities have courses focused on
the older adult population,
Watson said it is rare for a college to have a Gerontology
program for students to major
or minor in for a degree. The
general Gerontology courses
students start taking as an
undergraduate may open the
gate into pursuing a career
within the program.
“It’s a great way for undergrads to learn about the program,” Watson said. “Maybe
they know they want to work
in some sort of health profession but they’re not really sure
what. It can help them narrow
their focus.”

ENERGY
From Page 5
well-being, though.
Energy can be used for
many different things like
walking and exercise, but
Ludy said there are some
things that people don’t think
about when thinking about
metabolism.
A lot of the energy that
people get comes from carbohydrates, fats and protein.
Metabolism, the process of
breaking down the foods in
order to create adenosine triphosphate [ATP], helps transport energy into the body’s
cells in order for the body to
do work, Ludy said.
While people may think
they need energy just for

Although the first undergraduate degree was issued in
1976, the University recently
started a graduate program in
Gerontology two years ago as
Watson said they have seen an
increased number of students
who want to pursue a career
working with older adults.
Associate Dean in the
Department of Gerontology
Nancy Orel said with the older
adult population increasing
dramatically, more people
with the needed knowledge,
skills and training to work
with these people will be
needed in order to provide
the population with the help
they need.
“If individuals do not have
sufficient Gerontological
training, this could create
problems for senior centers,
area offices on aging, state
departments on aging, longterm care facilities, assisted
living facilities, etc. in hiring
skilled workers,” Orel said.
“The health care system in
general primarily offer services to an older adult population.
All health care professionals
must have Gerontological

knowledge and skills.”
Junior and Fundraising
Chair for the Gerontology
Student Association Caitlin
Merz said she knew before
she started college that a
career in the field was something she wanted to pursue.
She volunteered for services
for older adults in high school
with the local senior center
and it made her want to help
this population.
“It’s very needed,” Merz
said. “The people getting older
is increasing and I wish more
people would consider [getting into the field]. It takes a
certain level of involvement to
work in the field.”
Orel said students who wish
to pursue a career that would
have them primarily work
with older adults should complete a major in Gerontology.
“There are numerous career
opportunities for students
who graduate with a degree in
Gerontology,” Merz said. “The
required internships in our
program are very beneficial
and allow students to apply all
that they have learned in the
classroom.”

working out, Ludy said energy
is used for everything, including heartbeat and brain function and that 70 percent of
energy is used at rest.
“Then you think about an
additional 5 to 10 percent
of your metabolism goes to
breaking down the foods.
You need energy to be able
to break down the carbs, the
proteins and the fat ... and
then the remainder is for
activity,” she said.
For Poettker, this means a
lot of her energy goes toward
her dance major.
“I dance all day every day
but I eat whatever I want,”
she said.
This change in metabolism is due to people’s bodies
changing.
“You tend to think with

aging there is an increase in fat
mass, that there is a decrease
in muscle mass and individuals on the whole ... there is a
lot that deals with that body
composition shift,” Ludy said.
There are many ways that
people can get their metabolism to start working faster.
Some of the ways include
working out and eating spicy
foods like chili peppers.
“When we’re thinking
about [spicy foods] that’s not
very much. It’s like 10 calories
at a meal,” Ludy said.
Schmidt thinks that metabolism might go down when
people get older because of
other things people do.
“I think once you’re 20
it’s harder to focus on eating healthy and working out,”
she said.

RON ZEISLOFT | THE BG NEWS

SOPHOMORE Michael Briggs donates a double unit of red blood cells at the Ceasar Chavez Red Cross Blood Drive on Tuesday afternoon.

BLOOD
From Page 5

donators.
“Hispanics and Latinos
have an increased percentage of people with ‘O’ type
blood,” Haynes said. “And the
type is the one most commonly used.”
But the blood drive is
mostly about helping people.
Jonathan Sabino said
Tuesday was his second time
donating.
“Cesar Chavez is a very
important Latino leader
and role model,” Sabino
said. “The blood drive is for
him and also to help the
community.”
The blood drive will
continue Wednesday and
Thursday in Olscamp 101
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

In the raffle students can
win a Starbucks gift card, a
Buffalo Wild Wings gift card
and tickets to see Gabriel
Iglesias this Sunday.
The blood drive is not only a
competition, but also an event
to honor the work of Cesar
Chavez.
Chavez was an American
civil rights activist who helped
find work for Latinos in the
1970s and was a spokesperson
for worker’s rights.
The Latino Student Union
is hoping to raise awareness
of Chavez’s work as well as
increase first time donators
and Hispanic and Latino

Blood Facts

(Taken from redcross.org)
1. 1 pint of blood can save up
to three lives
2. Every two seconds someone needs a blood transfusion
3. 5 million patients in the US
need blood every year
4. Less than 38 percent of the
population is eligible to give
blood
5. 30 million blood components are transfused each
year.
6. Only 7 percent of people
in the US have the Universal
donor blood type, O negative
7. The Red Cross holds more
than 200,000 blood drives
every year
8. The Red Cross started
providing blood for patients
in 1940
9. Donors can give blood
every 56 days.

www.preferredpropertiesco.com
Office Hours: Monday - Friday | 8am - 11:30am &
12:30pm - 4:30pm
419 Lehman Ave. | 419.352.9378

ia

Find a Place to Call Home
(1 Bedroom & Eﬃciency Houses Also Available)

Now Renting

2014-2015
School Year

Birchwood 650 6th St.
(Small pets welcome)

Fox Run Apartments
216 S. Mercer Rd.

Piedmont Apartments
8th & High St.

U

ENROLL

FALL 2014 REGISTRATION

BGSU Cesar Chavez

Blood Drive Challenge

Tuesday, March 25 - Thursday, March 27
Olscamp 101
10 am - 4 pm
To schedule an appointment please visit redcrossblood.org and enter
the sponsor code: CESARCHAVEZ
3OHDVHEULQJDYDOLG,'DQGGULQNSOHQW\RIßXLGVEHIRUHGRQDWLQJ:DONLQV
redcrossblood.org | 1-800-RED CROSS |

facebook.com/redcrossblood |

@redcrossblood50
© 2013 The American National Red Cross

S TA R T DAT E S
March 31
March 31
April 1
April 3
April 15
April 16
April 18

Graduate Students
Non-Degree Graduate Students
Seniors
Juniors
OPEN REGISTRATION
Sophomores
April 18, 2014 thru August 31, 2014
Freshmen
Guest Students

Go to:

my.bgsu.edu

QUES TIONS ?

1. SELECT > student center
2. SELECT > enroll
3. SELECT > add

Call the Registration HOTLINE:

You can access everything that you
need via the “Student Center” at the
MyBGSU portal.

B O W L I NG

419-372-4444
8 am - 5 pm
Monday - Friday

Office of Registration and Records
110 Administration Building
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NCAA
From Page 3
the most exciting game of the
year between Iowa State and
UConn. We will have two of
the most exciting players in the
country dueling in Iowa State’s
Deandre Kane and UConn’s
Shabazz Napier.
There are two team’s bandwagons that people need
to be jumping on right now.
One team I stated previously,
and that is Baylor. This team
destroyed one of the most efficient offenses in Creighton. If
they are able to score again I
have no doubt they will beat

JANS
From Page 3
community, being seen and
just having a good relationship in the community. That
is something that we will
take on.”
The first things on Jans’ to-do
list though, in no particular
order, are to figure out how to
use the two scholarships he has
left, finalize a staff and set up
their schedule for next year.
“Nobody understands how
important assistants are than
me … they are vital to our success,” Jans said. “I felt like that
was one of my strengths when
I coached at junior college was
hire people who had the same
vision I had.”
When he comes back in
town after finishing some of
those things he plans to get
right to work and can’t wait to
start working on the program
he said.

Wisconsin and even Arizona.
The second team is
Tennessee. I have them in my
Elite Eight losing to Louisville
because I have no doubt
this defensive and physical
team will make it tough for
Michigan. They could even
beat Louisville if their defense
comes to play like it has
throughout the tournament.
Hopefully your bracket is
still intact after the first weekend of the NCAA Tournament.
If so, congratulations, you are
the minority. But if you are like
some of my friends and your
bracket is already in the trash,
root for the upsets, the underdogs and even more madness.

The BG News
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The BG News will not knowingly accept
advertisements that discriminate, or encourage discrimination against any individual or
group on the basis of race, sex, color, creed,
religion, national origin, sexual orientation,
disability, status as a veteran, or on the basis
of any other legally protected status.
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DailyCrossword
Crossword Fix Fix
The The
Daily
1 One in the standings
2 Opening on Broadway
3 "__: Uprising": Disney sci-fi
series
4 A-one
5 Remote hiding places?
6 Introduce gradually, with "in"
7 DDE and JFK, e.g.
8 Words of denial
9 Pamplona pals
10 E, but not A, I, O or U
11 Summons from the
cosmetician?
37 Audi rival, and, when
12 Contacted, in a way,
spoken as a combriefly
mand, a hint to this
13 Neat
puzzle's theme
21 Trade item?
40 "Dies __"
22 Official with a seal
45 Move a little
26 Winter coat
48 South Pacific islander
27 Serve from a pot
50 Use money to make
28 Steel girder
money
29 Fix potatoes the hard 52 Majestic
way?
53 Allegheny, as of 1979
30 Bean sprout?
54 "Darn!"
31 Rye fungus
55 Self-referential prefix,
32 Some tides
in modern lingo
35 "Open" autobiogra56 Impel
pher
58 Tabloids, to some
36 Herb that protected
59 Flat pack furniture
Odysseus from Circe's
seller
magic
60 One seen in a store
dish
61 Icelandic literary work
63 Ref's ruling

Help Wanted
MightyMouseMaid
recruits needed IMMEDIATELY!
Looking for dependable,reliable,
educated, professional people to
clean M-F, 8am-2pm,1-5 days per
week starting wage $9/hr w/ rapid
increase possible based on work
ethic, common sense, & integrity.
Must pass background and drug
test, reliable transporation a must!
Call or text Cathleen (owner) at
419-308-1595 only if you are avail
during specified times.
SUMMER Work For STUDENTS!
Want people willing to learn to
work on wood floors including
gym floors. Starts end of May to
middle of Aug. Work consists of
operating equipment, including
floor buffers and floor sanding
machines. Also measuring, laying
out & painting game lines, art
work & applying gym floor finish.
We train you in all areas of work,
$10/hr w/ approx 40-50hrs/wk,
flex. hours. Must be punctual,
reliable and willing to accept
responsibility. Contact Joe Koch
at 419-340-6270 or
fax resume to 419-841-3910.

“Bowling Green is a goldmine.
There is great infrastructure in
place, great leaders and a beautiful facility,” Jans said. “I can’t
wait to get started. I’m going to
build this program the only way
I know, with hard work.”
He will be inheriting a program that has not had great
postseason success in recent
years. He plans on winning but
Drivers wanted, must have good
he wants to establish the right
driving record, all shifts avail.
culture as well, he said.
Apply in person at Vitos:
140 E. Wooster St, BG.
“I can’t wait until the day when
Dominos Pizza now hiring
we are celebrating our wins and
singing Ay Ziggy Zoomba,” Jans delivery drivers and inside help.
Apply in store at 425 E. Wooster.
said. “My responsibility is to win
Needed yard & misc work,
championships. I can’t promise
can use now and thru summer.
when it is going to happen, but it cartyrentals.com 419-575-0059
will happen.”
Employees needed to perform
He will bring the same monlight production work w/ flex
tra he had at Wichita State, which hours. Must work at least 15 hrs
per week, can be FT, many
will be to get better every day in
BGSU students work here, easy
all facets of their job, Jans said.
walk from campus! Pay is
Now that the announcement is $7.95/hr. Pick up application at:
over, Jans and the Falcons can Advanced Specialty Products,Inc.
428 Clough St, BG, OH.
begin to prepare for next season.
“It’s a new season Free golf, work outside! FT/PT
golf course maintenance,
and it’s time for a MAC Brandywine CC. 419-865-5090
csingler@brandywinecc.com
Championship,” Orr said.

1 Some arm bands
5 Work on the web
9 Grant access
14 Earthy hue
15 "That can't be!"
16 Heat energy source?
17 On the roof of
18 __ accompli
19 Seeing red
20 Odd way to check for ore?
23 Dreyer's partner in ice cream
24 Blooms with hips
25 Waimea Bay locale
27 Uncomfortable place to be in
30 Friendly response to a knock
33 Atty.'s group
34 Letter before mu
38 It may be a lot
39 ‘50s sitcom name
41 Pyle of Mayberry
42 Mumbai music
43 1939 Garland co-star

44 Without exception
46 Remove
47 Attaché's place
49 Is inclined
51 Shows of support
52 Bit of a scrap
55 Dash no.
57 What you need when your car
is stuck in the mud?
62 Muse for Millay
64 Culture medium
65 Scraped together, with "out"
66 Maker of the Mighty Dump
67 Pace
68 Texter's button
69 Optional component
70 Some shooters, briefly
71 "Toodles!"

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Furn. room, freedom of house,
TV, W/D, clean & quiet, $250/mo
w/ $100 dep. Call 419-354-6117.

1BR apt & 3BR apt, near BGSU,
$475/mo & $850/mo, avail Fall.
Call 419-352-5882.

**2014-2015 s.y. now renting
930 E Wooster & 321 E Merry b/c
6 BRs over 3 allowed, also more,
Avail now & NY, 1 & 2 BR apts.
See cartyrentals.com or 353-0325

Houses for rent, 4-5 BR, 2 baths,
between campus & downtown,
$1500/mo, call 419-340-2500.

2 & 3 BR apts & townhouses avail
May & Aug, 419-409-1110
www.rutterdudleyrentals.com

3BR- 2 bath apt, lrg rooms, small
pets ok, avail Aug, $700/mo.
Call 216-337-6010 for more info.
BG Apts - 818/822 2nd St.
2BR apts avail May or August,
$500-$510 + utils, 12 mo lease.
www.BGApartments.com
419-352-8917

6

Eff, 1 & 2 BRs, Houses avail
May/Aug. For more info call
419-354-9740 or email:
glrentals77@gmail.com
May 2014 - 12 month lease:
322 E. Court - 1BR - $450/mo.
August 2014 - 12 month lease:
137 Baldwin - 3BR - $1050/mo.
525 Manville - 3BR - $720/mo.
605 Fifth St -A - 3BR - $660/mo.
www.BGApartments.com
419-352-8917
Now leasing 2014-2015 SY,
220 Napoleon Rd - 1BR,
$400-$415 + elec.
815/803 Eighth St -2BR,
$500-$515 + gas & elec.
130 E Washington -1BR, 2BR &
1BR w/ study- $410-660 +all utils.
Call 419-354-6036.
Roommate needed to share furn
house close to campus, flex lease
option, $300/mo + shared utils,
pets ok, call 419-308-7763.
Shamrock Studios
Leases avail for now, summer
& fall, starting at $445, includes:
all util, cable, fully furnished, WiFi,
cats allowed, call 354-0070 or
ShamrockBG.com

City Events
ATTENTION STUDENTS
interested in playing spring and
summer ADULT Softball, leagues
are now being formed for the
2014 season. BG Carter Park
will host COED and Mens
leagues on Sunday nights, and
Church leagues on Monday
nights on four nice, lighted
diamonds at BG Carter Park.
DEADLINE to enter: April 27th.
To enter and for more information
call or e-mail: Tim Dunn, Director
419-409-1942
tdunnbb@yahoo.com
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